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Abstract 

While there Is a visible Increase of publications in the area of design thinking and signs 
that it is becoming a serious area of research, there Is a lack of theoretical approaches that 
directly address its domain specific characteristics. This study attempts to develop such a 
theory directed towards design reasoning based on a protocol study and formal notation, 
among other things. Three domains of reasoning are described: construction, object, and 
representation. Inference making within and between these domains is described in terms of 
operations called Junctions and states called structures in a state-space representation of 
design. Five types of mapping which are illustrated by the protocol study are described using 
structures and functions. Both shortcomings and strengths of the proposed theoretical 
formalisms are discussed. Future work is indicated. 

Studies of Design Thinking 

Descriptive studies of architectural design are relatively recent. Inspired by studies in 
management science, cognitive psychology and computer science. 1 Eastman conducted the first 
known protocol study of architectural design (1969. 1970). This was followed by a number of 
studies, both at Carnegie Mellon and elsewhere which resembled the initial work by Eastman 
in some sense: methodologically, substantively or both. ' 

These studies of the design process were concerned with characterizing the process in its 
most general form, identifying the operations and representations which were responsible for 
the development of designs, calibrating the operational aspects of the human cognitive system, 
describing design tasks in the context of a general taxonomy of tasks, and doing all of this 
within the paradigms of information processing theory originally developed for the study of 
human problem solving (Newell etal., 1972). The results of these works Indicate that, 1) the 
design process exhibits characteristics that are shared by other information processing 
phenomenon. 2) certain behaviors of designers can be basically described using various 

Subsequently, researchers seasoned by this initial encounter w i t h the often overwhelming 
scope of issues subsumed under the general heading of design as well as others entering the field 
from related areas of design, especially form engineering design, bu i l t upon this early 

' This work w a s partially funded by the Engineering Design Research Center. Carnegie Mellon 
University. Pittsburgh, PA 15213 and presented at the Workshop on Design Thinking held at Faculty of 
I n d u s u ^ ^ e ^ | n B n g i n e e r l n g . Delft University. May 29-31 . 1991. under the title of "A Structure and 

1 This Includes. In particular, work by some of the pioneers of these fields, such as Herbert Simon and 
Allen Newell. The several publications which are dated to coincide with this period are S i m o n s The 
Sciences of the Artificial. (19691 and "Style In design." (1970): and NeweU's "Heuristic programming.." 
U970). This is not to say'that others dhfnot s t u d y ^ s u b j e c t in some connection. s i h ^ S S m t n 
(1964). Miller. Galanter. and Pribram (1960). Stolon and Felgenbaum (1964). Such an assumption would be 

'KraussandMyer, 1970; Foz. 1972; Ooumaln. 1973. 
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foundation. These studies represent the beginning of diversification in research agendas in the 
area of design thinking. Some of these studies deal with the internal and external 
representations of designed objects (Gobert, 1989: Akin. 1978). others with the issues of design 
generation (Cuomo. 1989; McDermott, 1982; Darke. 1979). others with the knowledge base 
design thinking (Waldron, etal.. 1989: Akin. 1986). others with the formulation of design 
problems (Akin. 1991: Caroll. etal, 1978). others with the thought processes that apply to 
learning (Schon. 1983; Goor. 1974) and yet others with refining the general descriptions of the 
design process offered by the initial group of studies (Chan. 1990: Eckersley. 1988). 

In parallel and quite unrelated to these studies researchers and scholars have also dealt 
with prescrtptfoe accounts of the design process. Perhaps the most influential work in this 
category, certainly the most frequently cited one. is Alexander's Notes on the Synthesis of 
Form (1964). This is a treatise for systematic design based on decomposition of complex design 
problems into quasi-independent sub-problems and their subsequent r e p o s i t i o n through 
synthesis. This approach bears a certain kinship to the previous areas of investigation, albeit 
circuitously. One of these areas Is founded by the collection of works known as the 'design 
methods" movement of 1960's.* Another one Is Freeman e taL ' s work (1972) on functional 
reasoning. This work proposes a formal reasoning model for assembling design components 
into complex designs on the basis of the logical -links' that are inherent in these parts. This 
approach to design thinking which is potentially fruitful both in its own right and as the 
corollary to early descriptive models of design, has not been pursued sufficiently.8 

Another group of works in the category of prescriptive models deals with reasoning about 
objects and representations a s the rational basis of design thinking. The roots of this work can 
be found in the works of Earl (1980). Mitchell etal. (1976). Steadman (1970) and Suny (1976) 
on rectangular dissections and space planning methods based on geometric theories (Grattan-
Gulnness. 1970). In its more recent form, this work h a s evolved into a mathematical theory of 
shapes suitable for design generation, as a result of works by Stiny (1990). Flemming (1989). 
Krlshnamurti (1980) and Mitchell (1990). 

All of these studies dealing with descriptive and prescriptive accounts of design constitute 
the kernel of our knowledge in the area of design thinking. One inescapable conclusion that 
can be drawn from this brief review is that the area of design thinking* is coming of age. It is 
even possible to consider it an "emerging- discipline, with Its own body of independent works 
converging around a common domain of problems, methods and findings. The telltale signs of 
this emergence are. 1) the increased rate at which new research results are appearing in 
publication. 2) increased specialization m the subjects covered by these studies. 3) availability 

^^SSSS^S the 
In contrast to this rather optimistic point of view, there also are some disheartening signs. 

One of these is a lack of clarity in the subjects of these works. It Is difficult to say whether the 
findings of these studies about building, designers, design, construction, or all of the above. 
Another one is the absence of shared tools, methods and theories. Each study seems to follow 
the methodological practices of the discipline or field it is most closely affiliated with. A third 
one is the lackofcommon purpose between these studies. It is not clear whether the 

' There is a great deal of work that has been and continues to be done In this category. However, there 
Isn't enough space in this s tudy to do an adequate job of reviewing them. 

* The exception to this can be found in the field of artificial intelligence, which in a very significant 
way generates new search and problem solving techniques that can be applied to design problems. While. 
t h e « studies can be cons ideredthe rightful heirs to the legacy of Freeman and Newel ls work, they do not 
address the question of design reasoning a s much a s dealing with specific problem solving cases and 
finding solutions for them, albeit staying within the prescriptive modV. characteristic of by Freeman and 

'This term implies a sufficiently broad concept so that it is representative of a number of Important 
views. The Issue of more specialized interpretations requires the invention of new terms which will be 
addressed in the following section. 



investigation of the principles underlying design is done to improve design practice, to 
abandon it. to create alternatives to it. to teach it or for some other reason unspecified here. 

It is a combination of these shortcomings and the opportunities listed that has motivated 
the present work. 

Theories of Design Thinking 

Currently, studies in this area which can claim to have any theoretical foundation either 
base this on theories from outside of the area of design thinking (Le., information processing, 
management science) or on theories that can only be applied to limited aspects of the subject of 
study (i.e.. geometry, operations research). The basic problems arising from this are that the 
premises and results produced contribute principally to the respective areas from which these 
theories have been gathered. Furthermore, their coverage of design Issues is not sufficiently 
comprehensive. 

Theories dealing with information processing for example can be used to model the 
designer as a processor of data, show that the process of design is Influenced by the cognitive 
limitations and capabilities of the designer, and cast the process Itself a s a problem of search. 
But they do not necessarily tell u s the resources and capabilities needed to solve these 
problems. Indicate the alternative models of data processing that might be considered or if the 
formulation of the design problem in these terms is the best that can be done, in the first place. 
Similarly mathematical models that describe some aspect of design thinking, such a s 
geometric and topological formulations of shapes, do not cover other aspects of design 
Uilnking, such as constructabillty of shapes Into objects and the the performance of objects in 

The principal purpose of this paper is to develop theoretical Ideas about design thinking 
that bridge some of the gaps cited above. There are two basic reasons for attempting this at this 
time: one is the general need for such theories, and the other is the new heights reached by our 
knowledge in this area, making the contemplation of a greater degree of inclusiveness 

The remainder of this paper Is devoted to developing Ideas about a theoretical framework 
which: 

1) is explicitly based on design phenomenon and Involves the manipulation of design 
infonnaUon by a designer during a design related task including some of the basic sub-

2) is operational, representing all aspects of information manipulation found under design 
thinking and allowing for formal descriptions of the phenomenon including 
computation, algorithms or formal proofs, and 

3) extendible to all Important aspects of design including generation, evaluation, and 
selection of designs, formulation of design problems, and so on. 

It is Important to note that this is not meant to be a treatise on design theory or the 
evolution of design knowledge, in the manner of Thomas Kuhn's work (1970). Rather, this is 
merely an effort to find some common ground which can be applied towards generalizable 
underpinnings of the area of design thinking. 

Before going further, let u s briefly attend to the business of definitions.7 Design thinking 
connotes a comprehensive concept: the totality of the cognitive activities that occur during 
design.'Design reasoning, as opposed to thinking, distinguishes the conscious, predictable use 
of rules of inferencefor the purposes of manipulating design information, from intuition. 

' There Is a very extensive literature on the subject of the psychology of thought and reasoning. The 

we have virtually no room to consider any of this literature. 
' A s comprehensive as this sounds let us note that this meaning still excludes other meanings: all 

thinking that occurs while not designing, as we are doing right now; thinking about the design activity 
itself or a design not for the expresTpurpose of using it tn a design; or extra?cognltlve activities such as 
sensory activities unrelated to the design being produced. 



Design Intuition, ano ther facet of design thinking, implies manipula t ions of a sub-conscious 
kind, where the ru les of manipula t ion are not explicable. Let us a s sume , for the purposes of 
th i s paper t ha t design involves two kinds of thinking, reasoning and intuition, and the 
conscious manipula t ion of design information u n d e r reasoning is conducted th rough the 
application of known ru les of inference. 

In the following sections, ways of making these rules explicit and the theoretical 
cons t ruc ts tha t underl ie t hem obvious, are explored. In other words attention is focused on 
design reasoning. 

An Episode of Design 

In order to examine design reasoning empirically and i l lustrate some of the aspects of the 
theory to be proposed in th i s paper, a protocol experiment has been conducted. Four subjects 
were asked to perform a "What 's wrong with the picture?"-type t a sk with architectural 
drawings. This task, which will be called the reasoning task in t h i s document , provided a 
suitable context for subjects to explain the reasoning behind architectural details. 

First the subjects were given a set of working drawings including a sheet of details 
containing nine independent errors of architectural detailing. These errors were planted in the 
drawings by the experimenters . Three of these were commission er rors ; th ree were omission 
errors; and the remaining three were errors of "operation." The first category cons is ts of 
r e d u n d a n t e lements , such as door stops, s t ructural b races , and insulat ion layers. The second 
category cons is ts of e lements of a similar kind, missing. The third category, having to do with 
e lements impossible to install during construct ion or to operate during normal u s e of the 
building, included th ings such as c learances of window swings and t r im work. 

Four sets of construct ion drawings were used in the experiment. The sets were selected from 
the archi tectural archives of the Carnegie Mellon Library. They were of bui ld ings designed and 
completed by noted local archi tects . All bui ldings were of a modes t size, 3,000 - 5,000 sq.ft., 
residential , and of conventional construct ion. Two were of wood frame construct ion, and the 
other two were composite , i.e., masonry and t imber. 

Four subjects who part icipated in t he experiment were senior designers from four medium 
to large firms, in t he metropol i tan Pi t tsburgh area. At the t ime of the experiment, all subjects 
were carrying the principal responsibili ty for design of bui lding detai ls and quality control in 
their respective offices. Each subject took between one to two hou r s to complete the reasoning 
task. This included the t ime of set up and removal of the video equipment used to record the 
protocols. All subjects volunteered their t ime. 

All errors "planted" in the stimuli were identified by all four subjects. In addition, subjects 
found, on the average three other errors in each set. These included errors of "style," building 
ma in tenance , and exterior skin related errors , all of which m u s t have been committed by the 
original designers . In addition, after finding these errors and discussing why they should be 
considered errors , the subjects proceeded to m a k e suggest ions for fixing t hem. 9 

Appendix 1 shows the first 16:06 m i n u t e s of one of the four protocols collected. Each 
s ta tement of th i s protocol tha t cons t i tu tes a "complete" idea, not necessarily a sentence, is 
included as a separa te line, numbered consecutively from 1 to 269 , in the t ranscr ipt ion. The 
s t a t ements tha t abbreviate or pa r aph ra se the t ranscr ipt ion are shown in pa ren theses . 
S t a t emen t s by t he experimenter and descript ions of motor behaviors of t he subjects are shown 
in square b racke t s . Drawings done by the subjects and pa r t s of the original drawings given to 
the subjects are shown on the right co lumn of Appendix 1. Line drawings, consecutively 
numbered be tween 1.1 and 1.7, are drawings made by the subject. Facsimiles of b luepr in t s 
shown are pa r t s of the original drawings given to the Subject at the onset of the experiment. 

9 While the error detection and recovery aspects of this experiment are of general interest, they are 
the subject of another investigation being conducted jointly with Professor Elizabeth Adelson.Computer 
Science, Tufts University, Boston, MA and will not be discussed in detail here. Other aspects of reasoning 
in design will, however, be the focus of our attention* 



Domain* of Design Reasoning 

In the most global sense, the protocol can be divided Into large segments characterized by 
gross attributes of the subjects' reasoning: that used in evaluating old designs (for example, 
lines 1-64). and in generating new ones (for example, lines 65-103). This distinction becomes 
clear in the protocol through the analysis of statements that explicate subject's intentions in 
either category. For example, statement "65. What I would do is..." clearly indicates that the 
subject is starting a generation segment, which is born out by the statements that foUow. ' 66 . 
You would have masonry.." as well a s the drawing activity which accompanies them. 

Whether In a generative or evaluative segment of the protocol, each statement manifests 
the generation of new information based on previous ones. For example, the presence of a door 
on the north wall (Appendix 1. line 21). coupled with the fact that the prevailing winter winds 
are due from Northwest (line 22). leads to the statement that there is a weather control problem 
on the north side of the house (lines 23-30). The Subject continues to build sequences of 
inferences of this kind, constructing ultimately a -reasoned" explanation for the faulty 
flashing/counter-flashing detail and how it should be fixed (Appendix 1. fines 66-103). While 
this process seems continuous and homogeneous In syntactic terms. semantical*, there are 
important distinctions to be drawn, particularly, in terms of the domain of knowledge applied 
to the reasoning task. 

Consider the segment of the protocol (lines 50-64) following the initial familiarization 
with the drawings and the t a s k . This segment Is dominated by descriptive statements and acts 
of observation: "see." "look," "not see." etc. These statements serve to describe and illustrate 
the expected performance of designs found in the stimulus: "58. What that 's going to allow is., 
the water coming down that wall., (will) hit that... and penetrate back into the wau." The 
Subject is directly concerned with the behavior of physical objects constituting a design as well 
a s attributes of these objects. 

On the one hand, he is relying on knowledge about the objective world to study the behavior 
of water around the construction joint. This will be called the Subject's objective domain of 
knowledge. On the other hand he is using representations, such as drawings, gestures and 
words, to describe these to himself and to others. This will be called the representation 
domain of the Subject's knowledge. Both domains seem to be necessary for the task being 
carried out. Representations make the relevant properties of the objective world become 
apparent. The running of the water down the surface of the wall is simulated by lines on a 
drawing. Similarly, special knowledge from the physics of objects is brought to bear on these 
representations to explain things like capillary action, accumulation and melting of snow and 
their consequences (lines 140-144). 

Once a problem is diagnosed, the Subject's domain of reference shifts completely to other 
things. Consider the segment of the protocol, immediately following the above segment (lines 
66-103). Armed with an understanding of the problem from the previous segment, this segment 
begins with inferences on the construction process and its requirements. All of the operations 
described in the subsequent lines (66-75). "bring." "put," "take over." "taper," "bring over," 
"bend over." are acts of construction, or of assembly of materials. While it is obvious that these 
actions are being carried out only hypothetically and not in reality, they are very much in the 
center of the reasoning that is taking place. The designer is manipulating surrogates, words 
and lines on paper, in order to grasp the manipulation of real objects at the construction site. 
In this segment, there seem to be at lest two domains of reasoning intimately linked that 
constitute the substance (semantics if you like) of design: the construction domain and the 
representation domain, this time of the construction process, which again serves as a 
substitute for the real thing. 

Once a building design is "constructed." In the mind and on paper, the domain of reasoning 
used in making inferences shifts away from the construction once again to the object domain, 
testing the performance of this design against the forces of the real world and using the 
representation domain as a surrogate. 

In this fashion, the Subjects goes back and fourth between three domains, those of 
construction (C-domain). object (O-domain) and representation (R-domain). More often than 
not. the R-domain serves as a medium to express the former two. Furthermore, by enabling the 



mapping of information from either domain onto itself, it enables the mapp ing of 
information between the C- and the O-domains. It is not entirely clear form the protocols if 
th i s is the only way of making th is mapping. It is quite conceivable that , since the C-domain 
and the O-domain are governed by the same physical laws* they are also directly linked. 

The protocol offers relatively little information in t e rms of the sources of the knowledge in 
each domain. Each s ta tement appears to reflect, implicitly if not explicitly, specific knowledge 
brought to bear on the problem at hand by a subject from external memor ies ; for example. 
Table 1, line 6: "In a residential project you tend to have less experiences less knowledgeable 
craftsmen." Alternatively, inferences can be based on knowledge provided by previous 
s ta tements ; for example. Table 1, line 7: "So you have to take tha t into account." In both cases , 
the generic act of reasoning is to infer new Information based on cur rent information, whether 
it comes from the Subject or previously generated s ta tements . 

Summarizing, several general observations can be made : 
1. th ree domains of reasoning, construct ion, object, and representat ion, exist, 

2. t hese domains correspond to the intuitively known aspects of the design delivery 
process: construct ion, occupancy and documentat ion, 

3. reasoning can occur both within domains as well as between domains , 
4. w i th in -domaln reasoning , by definition, infers information in one domain from 

information belonging to the same domain, and 
5. be tween-domain reasoning, by definition, infers information in one domain from 

information belonging to a different domain. 

Functions and Structures: Ingredients of a Formalism 
So far, observing the data in an aggregate manner , important dist inct ions about the use of 

h u m a n knowledge dur ing design reasoning have been made . Such a dis tant view of our target, 
while is ins t rumenta l in mak ing our cons idera t ions more comprehensive , cannot provide for 
us an operational unde r s t and ing of the reasoning activity and its Internal m e c h a n i s m s . This 
goal requires a closer view of the reasoning task. 

Analysis of the protocol at a greater level of detail requires methodical and previously 
tested approaches . Eckersley in his recent study (1988) developed a method for reliably 
encoding designers* protocols. He defined nine a priori categories of cognitive activity relevant 
to his protocols . 1 0 The validity of these categories were tested th rough independent 
codifications of each protocol by mu1l1tiple encoders and through the comparison of these 
resu l t s for consistency, afterwards. 1 1 

Eckersley 's s tudy es tabl ishes a s tandard of empirical veridicality which does not exist in 
previous protocol s tudies of design. The present study is motivated by th is approach and the 
the desire to introduce rigor and consistency into the codification of subjects ' r e sponses . Since 
our purpose here is to develop an operational model of design reasoning, Eckersley 's me thod 
does not suffice. Instead, it is necessary to develop another way of encoding the protocols. Here, 
towards th i s end, direct use of the linguistic categories represented by the individual words 
contained in the protocols will be made . 

There are two general categories of linguistic e lements in our protocols: descript ions and 
act ions. Descr ipt ions generally specify or assign value to some entity. "26. where you have 
windows, en t rance . - Act ions speak of either intended or hypothetical activities of var ious 
sorts: "30.1 would look for a heavy overhang here;" or " 8 1 . (The cleat) will receive the end of the 
flashing." Each category of s t a t ements requires a different notat ion. In the case of the 
descriptive s t a tements , objects and relat ionships of objects are indicated: for example, a 
window, a window n e a r the door, a window to the right of the door, a window across from the 
door, and so on. T h u s , a flexible form of chaining an unspecified n u m b e r of n o u n s , adjectives 
and other descriptive ph ra ses normally found in na tura l language is needed. Without trying to 

" These are: 1) literal copy, 2) paraphrased copy, 3) inference, 4) intention/plan, 5) move, 6) search. 7) 
specific assessment, 8) general assessment, 9) none of the above. 

11 All but one subjects' protocols were codified into the nine categories with 95% or better agreement 
between independent coders. 



Table l: Transcription ofliaes 1-100 of the Protocol of Subject 1 

i. u g a t n e i o e * . 
I. Thai I* like i h t -whara w w w with thi* 

picture" | i n . l 
3. ( E : H a v c y s u scan the building b e l « * 7 | 
4. TO, flm 4UHUM IK "what I* l t « 
3 . [A res id .n l 1*1 pro)ixt.) 
6. In i n u l c n i u l protect you tend to have 

l e u e s p e r u n c e d l e u knowledgeable 
cra f t tmen 

7. So you have to l i k e that into t c c o u n L 
s . You c a n be a* technical a n d complicated 

a s you want in a building where you h m 
higher skilled workmen. 

9. I would a las like t s know where K la. 
10. What the e m v o r t n e n t la. 
I I . North. S o u t h ? 
1 1 la It o n a hilt? 
13. Concern about water table. . 
14. S l o p e ? 
15. Seal problem? 
15. Underground roundation. horuon laUy 
17. Drltntauan. s u n . strong winda. 
18. [* maka aaauenptlorta. North arrow.) 
19. 1 recognise that heavier wind*, ram are 

corning b i n the s a c k of the h o u s e (W. 
NW|. 

20 . ! a n problcroa there Isheet a l l 
1 1 . T h a t * a n entrance. 
22 . Weather eorntraj in IrotTiw.MW 
23 . S o we'ra looking at a concern over water 

penetrat ion. . 
24. especially o n grade a r e a . 
25 . I would look tor water penetration In 

these areas. . 
26 . where vau have wlndowa. entrance. . 
17. 1 would hope there la an overhang to 

protect that 
23 . I d b e concerned about wind blowing 

here. . 
29. at the door (aheet I I . b a c k d o o r area! 
30 . I would look for • heavy overhang here 

Ipoint* to wan along the back of kitchen) 
3 1 . It followe the contour*. 
32 . It doe* not alter the elevation draetea l lv . 
33 . It a n * very well o n the contour* 
34 . S o It I* ail o n one level 
35 The other ti l ing Id be concerned about. . 
36 . the maleruda 
3T. Wood, plaattr aiding work.. 
3 8 . some concrete foundations Idrwg 12. 

potnta to unexcavated a n a l 
39 . Concrete h e n 
40 . Brick arrtry wall Ipointa to front o lb ldg- l 
41 . You're looking i t detail* to be generated 

for the contractor to build. . 
4 2 . but allow him enough flexibility lo adapt 

to condit ion* at the site. 
43 . Access ibi l i ty to tools 
44 . (Room for hammer and screw dnverl 
49 . T h e n * a quest ion about surface detail 
16. What would h e need to allow that 

( O u t i n g a n d c o u n t e r l U a h i n g ) to be 
fastened to that brick? [looking at 
flashing and counter flashing detai l over 
the rocfl 

47. IE: what are veu kuking arTt 

type ( b u i l d i n g ) - ? 
type (building) • residential 
c ra f t smenah lp (realdentliil (building!) • little 

cons ider (you) Icrafta Ircetd. fbldg.ll - Uttlel 
can-be (you) Uechnlcall IFF k r r a f W n a h l p 
(not (residential fbulldlnglH - loll 

l late-to-kllsw 0) (location (building) • ? | 
e nv tr onme nt (building) . ? 
o o e n t a u o n (building) - 7 

undergrd. ( foundation (building)] • horUontal 
s u n . w i n d (orunia tkm (building)) • ? 
(El 
recog jm* ID (coming (heavyfwmdall (back 

[hou»e)ll 

see fa Iproblems (aheet I ill 
e n t r a n c e 
cornltuiUT (weather) Idlrectlen • NW. W| 
look [weFrConcem - (- (penetration (water HI 

- - o n (grade-are**) 
look (I) Ipene tr iuoa (waterl l a r e u . -II 

- • (window*, entrance) 

hope III Iprotect I overhang) Ithatll 

c o n c e r n ID (blowing [wtndl l-ll 

' • b o c k t d o o r l 
look m (heavy (overhang) (areaa . -II 
- - b a c k (wall I kitchen)) 
follow* (11) Icontsural 
not ( d r u u e a u y (alterl) (It) lelevauonal 
very .wt l l (etta) (IU Ion (contounl l 
a c u t e (It) Ion (level) - onel 
concern II) lother (thtnga —II 
- • (roaterlala • - ) 
- - wood . plaater. s iding (worio 
~ • concrete iroundallona) 
a n a l * [concrete] - here 
u l i u (bnck (cavity (walllll - .front (buUdtnal 
look (youl Igencrate [build (contractor! 

Idetausll l 
al lowlfltaibil ity) ladapt fconiractor) 

[building, condi t ion* (slte)ll 
a c c e s s Itoolal 
room fhommer. acrtwdrtperj 
extst* l o u e a u o n (surtace (detail))) 
( m a d f c o n t r a c u r l laikrw [(aaten [flashing-

cewit*TjIasrur«. bnckUD - 1 

iei 

43 . IE: W h a t o o y i u s e « 7 l " 
SO. I'm looking at fuuhing-counter-f laahtrig 

delal la over the roof above the entry . 
S t . I t e c . 
52. 1 d o r n s e e any Oaahlng in detail 
53 . The counter-rteahing apparently br ing 

recessed Into the joint 
5 4 . That a typical 
5 5 . However, what t h e y v e d o n * la.. 
56. t h e y v e taken l h « top o( that Baahlng . 
57. and bought H back out 
56. What that's g a n g u allow la .. 
59 . t h * - a t t r c c m n g down that walL. 
60 . hit u ^ t . . | * h o w * flashing] 
6 1 . arid penetrate b a c k I o t a t h a w * * . 
63 . I'm concerned about that 
6 3 I would c h a n g a that Oaahlng.. 
64 . s o l h e t y o u w o u k l h a v * . . 
68 . What 1 would d o n . 
66 . Y o u w o u l d h a v e m a a o r i r y l d r w g a i . i l 
87 . T h e n you c a n bring f lashing in like thta. 
6 6 . A lot of tknea what they d o la 
6 9 . TheyTl put a p a n of wood o n b e n 
7 0 . W will l a a a t h M over 
7 1 . S o m e t i m e * they wSl taper the too of the 

w o o d 
77. S o that you c a n b n n g tht* over 
73 . .. a n d b e n d Una over 
74 . (nol sharp edge* 
79. And then bring Ihla down 
76. wi th a contuiuoua cheat Inaidc 
77. l o t h a l t h e f l a a h t r u r c c c n e t u p t o t h t s 

point , whatever . . 
78 . and o n d o w n the roof. 
79. And then this cont inuous cleat.. 
SO. w h i c h U , * p ; r - f a s t e n e d to thl* wood. , 
a t . will receive t .- .- end of the flashing. 
82 . T h i a t h e n g o r - b a c k . . . 
63 . a n d It keeps from blowing up In the 

w i n d 
e d t h * rain. . 
S5 . a* these thirds get elder they will (lop 

out. . 
OS. if they are not j t tached. 
87. IT y o u nail t h r o u g h . . 
8 8 . y o u autsouuical ty put a bote through .. 
8 9 . w h i c h water (whatever) will go through. 
9 0 . S o y o u try to keep that thing a a 

watertight aa Doaaable.. 
31. You h l d e y o u r nail behind. 
<H. You hat* your cleat under it. 
33 . You bring trus back. . 
94 . a n d y w take th is back into your joint 
95 . A lot of U s e . . 
96 . they uac what they call lead wedge. . 
97 . which will wedge it back in there. 
96. You try to take it back Car enough. . 
9 9 s o that you have a raked joint.. 
100. a n d they will put caulking in there. 
101. W h e n the water corn** d o w n 
102. ll win hit that and run back down. 
103. It w o n t get back in there. 
104. IE: what are you looking al?l 
105- | E W h a t d o y o u a e e 7 | 

[El 
toe* (0 lover (rood, above (entry) (detail* 

(Oaahlng. counter.flaihlnglll 
*«efD 
not lace) p) Metal) inashtngl) 
reeeaaed IcounterfUahtng. jointl 

typical (that) 

S i X ' i k o ^ 
aa^racMbnnguthey) lltl 
aOowlthat) - ? 
tlowr^onHl (waterl (that [wan] 
hit hvcUarj tthas v J loshlng I 
• a A p i n t t r a U Aaoiar) (Into (wallll 
concerned (R [thatl 
c h a n g e d ) tOaahing) 
hareOrou) 
d o l l ) . 7 
have (youl frnatonryl draw Imxnry l 
mftmng) (you) lOaahing.ru'ryl draw IfUhng.i 
d o t t h e y ) . ? draw 
put (they) (here [wooilll draw h w o d j 
aad u k * [over (thin! draw in*hng,| 
U p e r Itheyi (top (woodll dr. -

over ( M n d (youl | t h i » J l i h n a , drawinahng.1 
over b e a d I thoWUhns: unod) dr*w(nahng. | 
sharp ( edgea) . none 
aaat b r u g - d o w n (thlaajLuhlraxldrawulshng I 
inside (continuous (cleat), m a w y . ) 
upIcomeal(uaahaigl[here. -I drawUtahngl 

- - dowtKrooO draw|n*hng.[ 
aad cont inuous (cleat) • - draw|cleat | 
fastened (- « piece, wood] drawlcleatj 
receive (cleat, end inahng.ll drawlcleati 
back (gollthlll drawlcleati 
and k e e p l m m [blow (wind) lull draw|fl*hng.l 

ra in 
out (flop) Ithlngsl IFF get-older llhlngsl -

IFF not (attach) I they - masonry, wood I 
- IFF nail (you) Uaulans. urtoctdrawlnaul 
- > » ( p u t ] tyou) (hofe.j laahlre 1 drawlholel 
through (go) (waterl Ihota I dra - lwater ) 
try (youl Tkeep-watertight (ihlngall 

hide (you) Ibehind (na6.Jl*hncri d r a - ( n a i l | 
hide (you) rbehlnd Icaau. j lshnptdraw(cleat l 
bacWbrtng) (youl llhlal 
a n d bacMUke) (youl 1th». JOUMI d r a w y o m t l 
lot (lime) 
u*e (they) Dead (weoge)l 
back Iwedgel lit, in [therell 
try (youl [lake [It. enough (Tar (backllt 
have tyou) [raked 0°uitll 
put (they) IciuUung. in (therell draw|cauikl 
d o w n (come) (water) 
hit (unter l (thatl aad back, down I run) i u a t e r l 
not [back (in (get))) [». there) 
[El 
IEI 
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solve the larger problems of structural linguistics, a simple notation Is assumed: 

(modifier! (modlfier 2 (.... (modlfier n (object)..))). [i] 

where the symbol "modifier" s tands for any combination of descriptors that specify 
something about one of the modifiers of the 'object" or the "object" itself. Of course to show 
parallel modify relationships rather than nested ones on can simply use the form: 

(modifier!. modlfier 2 . . . modlfier m (.... (modlfler n (object)..))). [2] 

In the case of actions, there are three Ingredients: the act. the agent and the subject. The act 

overall syntax for this is: 

act (agent) [description] (3| 

The syntax for the act Itself, in some instances, can get as complex as a description: 

(action-modifier!... (.... (action-modlfler n (act)..))). 14] 

where the action-modifiers are adverbs and other compound clauses that further describe the 
act. The real actions of the Subject, such as drawing lines and shapes on paper, are also 
included in this category. 

_____ 

Functional and Structural Constructs Used for 

Transcribing Protocol Statements 

statement 

ESSES 
valuation 

S o n 

::= abstraction I application I conditional I 
::= abstraction (application] 
::= abstraction IFF conditional 
::= application = abstraction 

;!= I f r -r t^funct ion 

valuation ! question 

structure 

E S T 
_£3_2_r 

existential-atr lunnary-str I blnary-str I multiple-str 
existentlal-atr I existential-atr (unnary-str) 
existentlal-atr i existential-atr (blnary-str, blnary-str) 
exlstentlal-atr I existential-atr (multiple-str) 1 multiple-str, 
<attrtbute> t<object> I existentlal-atr (existential-atr) 

tnultiple-str 

u1_2rySunc !!-
b m ^ f u n c "= 

existential-act 

existential-act 
existential-act 
exlstentlal-act 
existential-act 
func) 
<action> l<actlon> 

lunnary-func I blnary-func I multlple-func 
I existential-act (unnary-func) 
I existential-act fblnary-func, binary-func) 
I existential-act (multiple-func) I multiple-func. multiple-

(existential-act) I <action> (existential-act) (<agent>) 



Table 2 shows. In BNF notation. 1 1 the entire syntax for. 1) actions, which win be called 
/unct ions. 2) descriptions, which will be called structures, and 3) their compound statement 
forms. Since the statements in the protocol come in a variety of forms including questions 
(line 10). conditional statements (line 85). value assigning statements (line 6), and compound 
statements (lines 23.24), a variety of statement forms are Included. Table 2 shows the first 105 
lines of the protocol transcribed in this notation. On the left hand column, the actual 
statements of the protocol and, on the right hand column, the transcribed form of each 
statement are shown. 

In terms of reasoning, these two forms, structures [1][2] and functions (3]{4I. have a critical 
relationship. Structures define typical design situations and the functions show how they can 
be modified which gives rise to new structures and the evolution of a design, during the course 
of the overall design process. Thus, they constitute a set of necessary ingredients for design 

Furthermore, the formal representation of these two entitles, provides for u s the primitive 
elements of an operational theory of design reasoning. The critical aspects of this formalism, 
so far. are. 1) comprehensiveness, i.e.. accounting for the entire protocol including both its 
generative and evaluative segments, and 2) operationallty, t e . . enabling the representation of 
the protocol In algorithrmcterrns." 

Functional and Structural Mapping of Design Information 

So far. three basic domains of knowledge that In one sense constitute the semantics of the 
functional reasoning task studied here have been identified; and a syntax for codifying the 
statements Included in one of the protocols has been proposed. In this section, some of the 
logical and operational consequences of these proposals will be shown. Hopefully, from all of 
this emerges the beginnings of a theoretical framework equally applicable to other instances 
of the same phenomenon. 

What precisely is meant when one says that a subject reasons within a certain domain, say. 
the construction domain? What precisely Is manipulated when an inference occurs. In that 
domain? Does this Impact the knowledge present in the other two domains? In order to answer 
these questions, and others like it. the basic process of reasoning In design has to be further 
penetrated. 

Consider the first 17 lines In Table 1 (lines 66- 82). Statement 66 indicates, from the 
inspection of the drawings of the house in review, that the detail being designed is attached to a 
masonry wall. The first drawing In Figure 1 Illustrates the sketch generated by the Subject at 
this time. This inference is made on the basis of the examination of the drawings, thus is one 
that generates Information for the C-domain based on information obtained in the R-domain. 
Statement 67 Indicates, based on statement 66. that you can bring the flashing around the 
block in the manner shown in Figure 1.2. This inference while is carried out in the R-domain 
is paralleled with information being generated in the C-domain. This new information 
includes the flashing and its physical configuration, based on previous information which 
included only the masonry block. Both of these states (Figures 1.1 and 1.2). while represented 
on paper, that Is. simultaneously reflected in the R-domain. are reasoned through in the C-
domain at the moment of the inference. The reader should not have any difficulty extending 
this Interpretation to the remaining sketches shown in Figure 1 on their own. 

Even in the case of such a minor design move, a great deal of knowledge may be necessary to 
carry out the Inference shown, such as the condition of the block wall, its relationship to the 
roof, the location and orientation of the buUdlng.1 4 Alternatively, the information may have 

" A formal notation that Is widely used In computer science and structural linguistics to define 
syntaxes with accuracy and rigor (Bachus. 1960). 

" Ideally, this would lead to representations in mathematical form, as weU. There Isn't enough space 
here to treat this aspect of the present theory. We Intend to address this Issue in the near future. 

" Incidentally, some of these consideration are Illustrated in the first segment of the protocol. 



Figure 1. Six sketches generated by the Subject during the interaction on 
lines 66-82 of Table 1 

been pulled out of the subject's knowledge of "patterns" or prototype details, which requires 
relatively little reasoning. "Whether from a prototype or from scratch, the basic reasoning 
operation that generates new information" can also be seen as the transformation of a given 
state into the next one. This can be modeled using a state-space representation (Hunt. 1975). 

that can be generated: 

JJsir^s2. such that s1 and s2 are proper sub-sets ofS, where Sis the set of 
states defining a domain for all ifor all fond stfis a function, and 
st is any given state. 

By defining sets of pairs of variables (Q). functions and initial structures (f. s t ); any sub-set of 
the reasoning operations necessary in the reasoning task can be formally defined. s t and f 
consist of sets of values defined by [1][2| and |3][4|. respectively. 

Take the sequence shown in Figure 1. The initial structure In this case is the set of blocks 

is one of "bringing in" the "flashing" between the "masonry" elements. Subsequently, other 
actions are taken. In a particular sequence, to Install the tapered block under the flashing. 

1) the sequence of functions applied to existing structures help generate new structures by 

2) a ? r 5 w % c t i 5 e _ generated remain In the C-domaln, with their representations 

3) t n r r g - u ^ t u r e jSnS? (Figure 1.6) Is a potentially c o n s t r u c t s object. 
in addition, the distinction between these may be Important for explaining expert and novice 

1 7 Italics Indicate Implicit reference, not direct, to the word italicized. 
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4) the sequence of steps that lead to this structure mimic In some form the construction 
process that might produce It in reality, 

5) subsequent to generating a final structure the Subject carries out Inferences that mimic 
the expected behavior of real world conditions surrounding the design (I.e.. rain around 
this joint detail, a s shown In the segment In Appendix 1, lines 129-131), which 
constitutes reasoning in the O-domain. 

6) testing of the structures generated In the C-domain is accomplished by applying the 
functions (i.e.. rain, wind) In the O-domain, 

7) the resulting behavior found at the end of the inferences carried out In this manner 
help predict what might happen in reality when the construction is complete, 

8) the steps that lead to the final inference In the O-domain also remain in that domain. 
and 

9) the R-domain is used to simulate the O-domain inferences on paper. 

Thus it can be asserted that withln-domaln reasoning can be represented a s pairs of 
variables, f and s. which by definition, would guarantee that all new structures Inferred would 
remain within a given domain. For example, in the construction domain, Q c would consist off 
c . _ . c , such that afl s c resulting from the apphcation of f c would be a proper subset o fS c , or all 
possible C-domain structures. In this context, the reasoning task of the Subject can be defined 
by determining Q c . and carrying out the possible inferences within this set until a likely 
solution is generated. At that point, if not earlier, it is necessary to discover the consequences 
of this construction in the O-domain. That is between domain Inferences are also necessary In 
order to complete the reasoning task. 

------------------------------¬ 

Mappings in the Odomaln episode of the protocol in Appendix 1, lines 66-82. 

a - structure: s ,=inidal structure: s t > terminal structure: f « function: c - C-domain; o . O-domaln: r « R-domain 

mapp'g parattetai* resait typa domain raafa explanation 

S i C ' ° . f-° s t

c - ° withln-domaln C O C O d e l * , bom untcL'mappmg from 

m2 s j r , f r V within-domaln R R d e s i g n from p r o t o t y p e : mapping from 

m 3 
f l C O r S l c . o f 2

c - ° withln-domaln C O C O per formance or c o n s t r u c U b i l i t y 
e v a l u a t i o n : mapping form C- or O-
structure to C-OT O- function to verify 
performance of structure 

rri4 " S l c , o i f c r , o r between-
domain 

C O R r e p r e s e n t a t i o n : mapping from C- or O-
structure to R-structure 

m 5 
' - r f i e . r o between-

domaln 
R C O drawing reading: mapping from re

structure to C- or O-structure 

http://-rfie.ro


In the case of be tween-domain inferences, the resul t ing inferences would be guaran teed to 
fall in the category of s t ruc tu res included in a domain other t h a n tha t of the initial s t ruc ture , 
SJ. Thus , given an initial s t ruc ture in the R-domain and the pair Q c 0 (where the double 

superscr ipt indicates t he direction of the mapping between domains) the initial s t ructure , s i

c , 

will be in t he C-domain, and all s 0 resul t ing from the application of the functions, fo, will be 
a proper subset of S° , or in t he O-domain. Take the example provided above. The function 
included on line 129, namely, "allow (you) (hit (water) [ this]] / is applied to the initial s t ruc ture 
shown in Figure 1.6. A few inferences later, l ines 130, 131 , the conclusion tha t water will go 
down and around the joint , is reached. 

Viewed in these t e rms , design reasoning, becomes a series of mapp ings of information 
within and between knowledge domains . Table 3 shows five different forms of mapping that 
exist in the analyzed data. 

The first mapping , m „ is the one tha t is i l lustrated in Figure 1. This represents the t a sk of 
transforming a given s t ruc ture , such as the masonry wall, into a desired one in the same 
domain, such as the masonry wall with a flashing detail. The operational difficulty here is to 
insure t ha t all mapp ings remain in the same domain and the s t ruc ture generated at the end is 
the one tha t is desired, in other words , controlling the range of the functions applied ( f ' ° ) . It 
would be convenient to a s s u m e tha t it is entirely possible to accomplishing th is through the 
careful definition of si and fc, ° , t ha t is the specific s tate-space of t he reasoning t a sk in 
ques t ion . 1 8 

The second one, ni2, serves a similar purpose as m A . The difference is m 2 relies on 
prototype designs which are already mapped in their entirety into the R-domain. The Subject 
does not have to bo the r with t he internal consistency of the reasoning which is so crucial in 
m so long as the reasoning within t he R-domain is consistent . The problem of knowledge 
representa t ion is reduced manyfold to the problem of knowledge about representa t ions , such 
as drawing pa r t s or other views of given drawings. The entire reasoning operation is carried 
out in the R-domain. 

The thi rd kind of mapping , 013, which also remains wi thin-domain (in the C- and O-
domalns) , serves a different purpose t h a n the first two. 1113 enables evaluation of designs tha t 
are already generated while the previous two mappings help in generat ing them. The 
evaluation is done to discover if the s t ruc tures obtained during generat ion perform in t he 
desired manner . This performance, water runn ing down into the gutter, sun penet ra t ing 
th rough the glass , and so on, is represented in functional t e rms . This mapping is from 
s t ruc tures to functions, subject to other functions, such as falling of the rain, blowing of the 
wind, which belong to the C- or the O-domain. 

The last two forms of mapping are between domains; typically, in the case of m 4 , from the 
C- or O-domain to the R-domain; and, in the case of m 5 , from the R-domain to the C- or O-
domaln. These are mapp ings t ha t are governed by the rules and techniques of generat ing 
orthogonal drawings, for example, in the first case; and those of reading orthogonal drawings 
in the second case. 

T h e o r e t i c a l I m p l i c a t i o n s 

In the previous sections, the domains of knowledge used in design reasoning, the 
m e c h a n i s m s of inferences made , and the mapping of information within and between these 
domains us ing these m e c h a n i s m s have been described. This is aimed at meet ing all th ree goals 

18 However, there is more to it than that. Issues of representing very large knowledge bases may be 
applicable here, since both f co and s depend on domain specific knowledge. In which case the problem 
of formally defining Q may go beyond the scope of this work. 



of this work specified at the outset: l) being founded in the design task. 2) being formulated in 
operational terms, and 3) being applicable to all major aspects of the design continuum. In this 
final section, the comprehensiveness of this proposal, its significance, and the Issues that 
remain unexplored will be considered. 

Presently, the ideas outlined In this work are far from providing a fully fledged theory of 
design reasoning. Many of the conclusions presented are tentative: the generalizations 
untested, and their implications speculative. The bulk of the formal work, definition of 
axioms and proofs, has not been started. A wider sample of applications has not been 
attempted. All of this remains to be done. 

This work provides the foundation, however, upon which such advances can be 
constructed. In doing so. it accomplishes several other important things. The first one of these 
is providing a vocabulary for functional descriptions. Previously, models of reasoning In 
physical object domains have been proposed by others."These approaches, by virtue of their 
geomctrlc basis enable the treatment of the subject rigorously and formally. However, 
functional considerations In design that deal with the behaviors resulting from construction 
or the principles of physics have not be directly included In these theoretical constructs. 
Functionally related objects often do not have contiguity relations or shape resemblances. The 
connections that exist between the steel rods and the weight of the concrete or that of the 
flashing detail and the skylight on the roof do not logically derive from a theory of shapes. To 
include functional constructs In design. It Is mandatory to include the logic of functions In 

Another aspect of the logic of functions as opposed to the logic of forms is the Idea of 
performance. Performance, with respect to some criteria related to the behavior of rain drops, 
occupants or carpenters, not to mention carpenter ants, are all Inherent in the definition of 
functions as proposed In this work. It is Inconceivable to propose a reasoning formalism for 

The second worthwhile aspect of the theoretical constructs proposed here is their ability to 

distinctions that exist between design from scratch versus design from prototypes. Similarly, 
the distinctions between m 4 a n d m s . parallel the production and interpretation of 
architectural representations, respectively: while m 3 corresponds to performance evaluation 
In design. In short, the theoretical basis of this work is one which, at least at the level of 
aggregation suggested by these examples, lends itself to many aspects of the design process. 

Another Important dimension of this consideration is the ability to represent the 
structuring and re-structuring of design problems (Akin. 1991). By defining a sub-domain, that 
is Q* In the present notation, it Is possible to precisely define the domain of a set of design 
transactions, all possible structures that can be generated In that domain, and furthermore the 
precise form in which this domain can be redefined through the re-specification of Q*. 

The third useful aspect of the present formalism is its ability to show the special 
relationship that drawings, models, and so on. have to design reasoning. Representations are 
used to document a design for the use of a contractor who is responsible for building a building 
and for the use of the client to understand and manage the physical Infrastructure provided by 
the building. These purposes usually a part andpanTel of professional conventions are direct* 
reflected by the formalism proposed here. 

A fourth attribute, which has been a goal of this work from the beginning, is the 
operationality of the proposed theory. What Is meant by this is the possibility of translating 
the mappings of information described by the theory Into algorithmic or mathematical forms. 
There are important questions that need to be investigated before a clear conclusion can be 
reached in this regard. 

The branch of mathematics that deals with functions, combinatorics or lambda-calculus. 

" For example. Hemming. Krishnamurtl. Mitchell and Sony's works. 



provides a framework for the questions that need to be asked. In order to have computable 
functions (f) the domains. IDI. of these functions have to have closure. This represents a 
difficult problem even if we consider small sub-domains of the over all design problem. For 
example, in the case of the function that bends flashing over wood block, there are many 
degrees of freedom to contend with: the material, its thickness, availability of tools, skill, etc. 

Another aspect of closure is the range ofQ^f, s). which will be shown as I Rl 1 . This must 

match one of a large number of possible ranges, I Rl *. where the superscript Indicates set of all 
ranges, a s a function of whether the mapping Is within- or between-domains. Many of the 
mappings that are defined here are likely to be polyadic. that Is. contain an arbitrary number 
of functions, which further compounds the closure problem at higher levels provided by the 
theory. 

One way of approaching this problem is to find sub-domains that for reasons that cannot 
yet be articulated, have properties that lend themselves to computability. such as Turing 
machines, Markov chains or recursive functions (Revesz. 1988). Ultimately, the challenge that 
underlies this Issue is the ability to close the types and values of the function and structure 

There are undoubtedly other issues that can be considered under this section. However, the 
issues already identified are both challenging and hopefully provocative enough so that this 
search for Issues can be presently terminated. 
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Appendix t Protocol of Subject! 

Subject 1. 

00:00 

10:26 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

(I get the idea. 
This is like the "what's wrong with this 

K v e ^ s e ' e n the building before?) 
(The first Vjcsticm is; ^"what is it?") 

In a residential project you tend to have 

So you have to take that Into account. 
You can be a s technical and complicated 
as you want In a building where you have 
higher skilled workmen. 
I would also like to know where it is . 

10. What the environment is. 
I l l North. South? 
12. Is it on a hill? 
13. Concern about water table.. 
14. Slope? 
15. Soil problem? 
16. Underground foundation, horizontally.. 
17. orientation, sun . strong winds. 
18. [E: make assumptions. North arrow.! 
19. I recognize that heavier winds, rain are 

coming from the back of the house fW. 
NW), 

20.. I see problems there [sheet #1] 
21. That's an entrance. 
22. Weather corning in from W.NW 
23. So were looking at a concern over water 

24. especially on grade areas 
2 5 . I would look for water penetration in 

these areas.. 

28. rd°beCcoScerned about wind blowing 

29. at the door [sheet * 1. back door area, 
30. I would look for a heavy overhang here 

[points to wall along the back of kitchen] 

34. So it is all on one level 
35. The other Uilngrd be concerned about.. 

3?: Woo^plas te* siding work.. 
38. some concrete foundations [drwg #2.. 

points to unexcavated areal 
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39. Concrete here 
40. Brick cavity wall [points to front of bldg.l 
41. You're looking at details to be generated 

for the contractor to build.. 
42. but allow him enough flexibility to adapt 

to conditions at the site. 
43. Accessibility to tools 
44. (Room for hammer and screw driver) 
45. There's a question about surface detail 
46. w h a t would he need to allow that 

(Hashing and counter-flashing) to be 
fastened to that brick? [looking at 
flashing and counter flashing detail over 
the roof] 

47. [E: what are you looking at?| 
48. [E: What do you see?! 
50. I'm looking at flashlng-counter-flashing 

details over the roof above the entry 
51. I see.. 
52. r don't see any flashing in detail 
53. The counter-flashing apparently being 

recessed Into the joint 
54. That's typical I 
55. However, what they've done is.. 
56. they've taken the top of that flashing.. 
57. and bought it back out 
58. What that's going to allow is 
59. the water coming down that wall.. 
60. hit that. .[shows flashing] 
61. and penetrate back Into the wall. 
62. I'm concerned about that 
63 I would chance that flashing.. 
64 so mat you ™ u l d have 
65 WhatI would ctote 
66' You would have masonry Idrwc # 1 11 
67 Then you can brinTflashmg in" like thte 
68 A lot of toes w h ^ t h e y do I 
69 ThevU put a piece of wood on here 
70 An7wtStaLu\isover 
71. S ^ m e X e s they will toper the top of the 

72. So that you can bring this over 
73. .. and bend this over 
74. (no) sharp edges 
75. And then bring this down 
76. with a continuous cleat inside 
77. so that the flashing comes up to this 

point, what ever.. 
78. and on down the roof. 
79. And then this continuous cleat.. 
80 which is a niece fastened to this wood . 
81 w m r e c l i v e t h e r e n d o f theflashing 
82: This S e n goes back 
83. and it keeps fromblowing up in the 

84 meram.. 
85. as ihese things get older they will flop 

out . . 
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86. If they are not attached. 
87. If you nail through.. 
88. you automatically put a hole through .. 
89. which water (what evert will go through. 

91. You hide your nail behind. 
92. You hide your cleat under it. 
93 . You bring this back.. 
94. and you take this back Into your Joint 
95. A lot of time.. 
96. they use what they call lead wedge.. 
97. which wtfl wedge it back in there. 
98. You try to take It back far enough.. 
99. so that you have a raked joint.. 
100. and they will put caulking in there. 
101. When the water comes down 
102. It will hit that and run back down. 
103. It won't get back in there. 
104. JE: what are you looking at?] 
105. [EWhatdoyousee? , 
106. What was wrong is.. 
107. something at much smaller detail.. 
108. that (I can't see the flashing. 

! w : w ^ a U m U ^ f « e " S r W r w g # 1 . 2 ] _ 
111. looks like its gone back in.. 
112. and then comes back out. 
113. There Is a piece up like this.. 
114. and then down the wall. 
115. Now that will anchor here, in the wall 
116. and then you can put a lead wedge back in 

117: p ^ a n ' s e e v ^ t e r c o r r u n g d o w n i n 
118. will work its way back In there.. 
U 9 . and create a problem. 
120. So. what IVe done by this is I've taken.. 
121. sloped that off.. 
122. so it goes down. 
123. Water will get in anywhere 
124. My biggest concerns with detailing is 

125. By doing this. 
126. we're putting caulking in this raked joint 
127. and bringing this in here. 
128. Tapering the top of this 
129. you allow the water to hit this 
130. and down 
131. and around 
132. [E: Why do you say that?] 
133. (the problem here with water Is It's 

combined with wind.. 
134. wind blows it against the wall.. 
135. and all the joints) 

137. I see another problem, right away.. 
138. right here [points to skylight, drwg #1.31 
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139. This Is not flashed properly. 
140. You'll get a certain amount of drifting 

snow here [drawing • 1.3] 
141. And when In Spring it melts. 
142. you get super saturated snow and slush 
143. And it will work itself In here . 
144. So you wan'a make this joint and this 

Joint as watertight as possible. 
145. in fact, what I'd dote 
146. I would suggest to the architect 
147. to try to move this [skyllghtl down a bit 
148. to give more room for clearance. 
149. Obviously, it will affect the design 
150. You can't move it all the way. . 
151. So. I'll move it there [draws] \ 
152. Right here I would do the same thing. J 
153. Here., [pointing to the end of the skyllghtl 
154. there is no flashing there. 
155. [E: How would you do It?] 
156. I would say.. 
157. I would cop out on that.. 
158. and buy a prefabricated skylight. 
159. I don't know if I can duplicate It. 
160. What they'll have genetically is a curve.. 
161. that comes down and flashes over.. 
162. and up under.. 
163. which is integral with the dome.. 
164. or whatever. 
165. They'll be double for insulation.. 
166. whatever. 
167. Inside, they will have a gutter.. 
168. which will take whatever condensation 

that occurs on the inside.. 
169. and will lay t h e r e 
to, and later will evaporate. 
171. This detail will be much better to put a 

prefabricated skylight in there. 
172. They are not that expensive. 
173. Going on down.. 
174. All the details could be ok but when you 

blow them up.. 
175. for example, this facia detail with the 

flashing coming down here. 
176. Again, you can get water blowing up 

underneath that.. 
177. so. I would bring that down more 

[drwg. 1.5] 
178. Facia piece here. 
179. Sheatlng here. 
180. I will bring down my flashing down more 

like this . . 
190. so that water would not.. 
191. There Is tar and gravel.. 
192. so. you have a gravel stop up here. 
193. I'll bring that down further. 
: 94. You don t want it down too far. 
195. You want to see the wood. 
196. That's an architectural detail. 

( 3 
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197. This dimension would have to be worked 
out with the architect... 

198. as to how deep that would be. 
199. But you wan'a have it far enough so tha t . 
200. you don't have water blowing up in there.. 
201. or you don't have water migrate up In 

202. Right now. It is not down far enough to 
protect the other side of that gravel stop. 

203. |E: What do you see?! 
204. I'm looking at the wall section.. 

206^ pretty typical.. 
207. assuming this is glp-board. 
208. The top of your wall.. 
209. there is a problem right here, perhaps. 
210. This gets fnto the fine line. 
211. You need to ventilate this. 
212. They've got a continuous screen here 

[pointing to under the facia area! 
213. But you're not gon'a get any ventilation.. 
214. unless you have it vented right here 

[points to sides of skylight] 
215. Right now. I don't know how I could solve 

216. but you have to get the ventilation to go 
out and around, up to this point. 

217. Maybe we use a prefabricated, 
premanufactured. continuous vent. 

218. Looks like a ridge vent put up here. 
219. You have to work It into the back here.. 
220. so this would vent itself [drwg 1.6! 
221 . [E: what do you see?| 
222. I saw the continuous screen vent. 
223. You got the Insulation here 
224. You got what appears to be a kitchen 

down here 
225. So you will get a lot of humidity. 
226. You're gon'a get the cold air out here. 
227. You're gon'a get the condensation here, 

[points to the skylight! 
228. With moisture here. 
229. So you wan'a get that back out.. 
230. so you you wan'a ventilate it.. 
231. so I would change this detail up here. 
232. Vent It.. 
233. with a continuous prefab vent.. 
234. a ridge vent.. 
235. a wall vent.. 
236. to get that vented out. 
237. [E: why there?) 
238. The reason why (wan'a put it here is.. 

•1 
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ventilated .. 
242. and you don't want to stop it there [points 

to the skylight] 
243 . I also look for a vapor barrier.. 
244. up in here (points to roof cavity) 
245. I don't see it here.. 
246. unless the specification calls for it. 
247. The insulat ion is here. 
248. The water barrier could be on one side.. 
249. a luminum or something. 
250. Going on down..[points to wall section! 
2 5 1 . This is s tucco. 
252. I have to look at the stucco detail 
253 . Looking for jo in t s . . 
254. for expansion and contract ion. 
255. Elevat ions . 
256. 1 want to make sure that we have some 

jo in ts here (points to wall] 
257. Or otherwise that ' s gon'a crack.. 
258. and I'm not sure what the detail looks 

like.. 
259. as far as the stucco.. 
260. or with reinforcement in that . . 
2 6 1 . or that its typical stucco.. 
262. or. . . wall.. 
263 . or drivit.. 
264. one of those. 
265. But I'm more concerned with this wood 

shoe down here. 
266. I see another problem with water. 
267. Water can come down here and go 

through. 
268. So I would change this . 
269. I would bring.. 

26:32 


